Abstract-Edge detection is the most basic problem in the process of image processing. The precision of traditional edge detection algorithm is not very high, it unable to meet the high precision need of modern industrial test technology. In order to overcome the deficiency, this text proposed subpixel edge detection algorithm based on the function curve fitting-Gauss fitting of gradient direction sub-pixel edge detection algorithm. According to the gradient distribution of the image, this text use gauss curve fitting the edge in order to realize the sub-pixel location. This text compared this algorithm with sub-pixel edge detection based on the LOG operator and sub-pixel edge detection based on the quadratic, and draw that this algorithm not only have the short running time and high efficiency, but also has proved that the algorithm has rotation invariant through the experiment. It is that pattern recognition and picture measure the important pretreatment means in the course to follow the method at the border, contradiction at accuracy and speed that but follow the method and exist at the traditional border. To above-mentioned problems, this text proposes following algorithms at the border based on model, and then try to get the diameter of the cutter. The experiment shows this algorithm at the realization border that can be very good and follows, measure the comparison of the algorithm through two kinds of diameters, drawing the running time of least square method shorter, efficiency is relatively high.
I. INTRODUCTION
Computer vision detecting technology is a new technology and developed in the field of testing in recent years. Machine vision use computer to realize the visual functional of human, the perception, recognition and understanding of the objective world [1] [2] . Edges are the basic characteristics of the image, and edge detection is usually the first phase of image procession of visual system, is the key of the early treatment technology of the image procession, the correction and reliability of the results directly influence the understanding of the visual system to the object world.
A. Edge detection
The traditional edge detection methods such as sobel operator, LOG operator and canny operator can only achieve pixel level when localize the image, due to the rapid development of the application of industrial test, the requirement of accuracy is continuously improved, subpixel edge detection and positioning technology was widespread concern rapidly [3] [4] [5] . The proposed sub-pixel edge detection algorithm can break through the restriction of the resolution of the CCD camera, and it makes the image edge localization reach sub-pixel level. According to the classification of mathematical model, the existing sub-pixel edge detection algorithm can be divided into three categories: interpolation method, fitting method and torque method [6] [7] [8] . These algorithms adopts the traditional edge detection algorithm to coarse position, and all use pointers to process, it need to spend a lot of time, so this paper proposes a new sub-pixel edge detection methodGauss fitting of gradient direction sub-pixel edge detection algorithm, and it can solve the above problems well.
B. Boundary tracking
Boundary tracking is a kind of method of image segmentation based on gradient, click and set out from a piece of border of the gradient picture, through confirming the next and new border to click to the analysis of some neighborhood of a piece of border before, until getting back to the starting point. Following purposes to fit with fitting sharply, arc at the border is all for winning the outside outline characteristic of the picture, prepare for the thing that the form and parameter of the picture are analyzed. Boundary tracking process is a complicated process, we must first find boundary starting point, enter the ring of following after finding the starting point. In following the ring, take out the data that neighborhood picture element is lighted for the central point for some of border that is found newly, therefore come to differentiate the next and new border to click, if exist at the new border and click, write down one yard of value of its chain; if does not have new border that is clicked, enter absolutely a bit and deal with. In the realization of the procedure, above-mentioned methods have certain defects. For example, while acting as and meeting a bit in more isolation, will cause the death circulation of the procedure according to abovementioned methods, it is unable to follow to cause the border; during the process of following at the border, because has not written down at the border that has been already followed and clicked, make procedure to with circle follow repeatedly on one side, cause procedure unnecessary redundancy.
Because it is generally all that four neighborhood, eight neighborhood are followed to follow at the border, carry on the arc and will consume a large amount of time to fit again after these are concluded, and four neighborhood, eight neighborhood is it is it will enter circulation cause border to be unable to is it go down to follow very much at breaking a bit to present to follow. In order to save the time of operating, and unlikely to extremely circulate, subject this adopt based on model border follow algorithm, follow with fitting sharply border, arc go on at the contract of planning, the method to revise the straight line or the arc model constantly tries to get the angle or diameter of the cutter.
II. THE SUB-PIXEL EDGE DETECTION

A. The principle of sub-pixel edge detection
The thought of gauss curve fitting sub-pixel edge detection algorithm is first choose some points in the edge of the image, then get the grey value of these points, finally obtained corresponding gradient value according to the grey value.
The gradient curve of the image edge on the direction of gradient presents a gauss distribution. If the text use edge detection operators directly extract the edge of the image, only need to find which grey of the pixel coordinates has changed biggest. But the pixel coordinate which has the biggest change of grey value are not necessary the extreme value point of the gauss curve, and may often not extreme value point. As shown in Fig.1 , we often think 0 point is the image edge point, but from the graph can clearly see that the actual marginal location point is not the 0 point, but g x . In order to improve the accuracy of measurement system, the text achieves the precise location point by using gauss fitting sub-pixel edge detection algorithm. The gauss curve and extreme value point
The dots which are got from gradient are discrete, so must be fitting for a continuous curve, the coordinates of symmetric axis obtained through the fitting curve, the derivative along a gradient of gray approximation for gauss distribution, and the center of the gauss distribution or the average of the gauss distribution is in the place where the grey changes biggest along the gradient direction, also is the place of the edge. So only need seek the average of the gauss distribution, then can accurate positioning sub-pixel edge coordinates.
The gauss curve expression is: Seek partial differential for S respectively to , , a b c , and make its partial differential equal to zero,
There into 
Should pay attention to the former gauss curve is fetch logarithm, namely after the pixel values of fetch logarithm with quadratic curves. It should notice that y should use ln y replace.
Then give µ andσ :
µ the value of sub-pixel value Due to the same edge points with any direction of the pixels are equal, namely in the same edge image it has rotation invariant. Therefore, the sub-pixel value have no request for the direction of the line, any direction will do.
B. The extracting of the fitting points of gauss curve
The derivate gray values obtain the gradient values; it will do gauss fitting according to the gradient value. Due to not all detected points are useful, as shown in Fig.2 (a) , One of the 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 point is useful, but one of 8,9point is not useful. If use the useless points will affect our fitting results, as shown in Fig.2 (b), all points was in fitting, the red curve is the gray curve in the picture, blue curve is gradient curve, green curve is the fitting curve, linear is the symmetry axis of gauss curve, the correct fitting should be the symmetry axis of gradient curve and fitting curve is overlap, obviously Fig.2 (b) is not correct. In order to detect the edges correctly, must choose the useful points from all points, in Fig.2 (a) only use 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 points, the fitting results are shown in Fig.2 (c), and linear is also the symmetry axis of gauss curve in this picture. Which point is useful should be selected according to the gradient function. The extraction of fitting point According to the shape of the gradient function curve, there are judging rules as follows:
( According to the above rules to screen the useful points for us, then fit the gauss curve through the selected points.
C. The analysis of experimental results
This algorithm is using c# language writing program in VS2005 platform, use this platform to do some experiments to cutter image. First, select three directions lines which through the same point, seek the gray curve of the three direction lines, as shown in Fig.3 (a) , the difference between the three lines is that the degree of the title is not the same, draw the gradient curve, as shown in Fig.3 (b) , the position of symmetry axis of three gauss curves is the same, and three different directions of the linear sub-pixel values are the same. The gray image and the gradient image of three directions
This text first gets the sub-pixel value of the 90° direction in a straight, the results is 742.3803, through the sub-pixel coordinates, rotating linear to a certain Angle get a new line, through the new line edge point, take its grayscale value, get gradient value, then according to the gradient value get the sub-pixel value. The angles were taken as shown in TABLE , and the sub-pixel values of these directions were got, it can be known from table1, the values are constant, thus the sub-pixel edge detection algorithm has the rotation invariant. Secondly, in the same picture of 2592×1944 image, get the sub-pixel location by gauss fitting sub-pixel location algorithm, the sub-pixel location algorithm based on the LOG and the sub-pixel location algorithm based on quadratic, respectively get the sub-pixel location and time as shown in TABLE . It can be known from TABLE , the sub-pixel location value of three sub-pixel edge detection algorithm is almost the same, but the running time of three algorithms is difference. Gauss fitting subpixel edge detection algorithm has short running time and high efficiency. 
A. Follow and fit the principle sharply at the border based on model
Measure the position where the algorithm gets the first point in some place of picture edge through the inferior picture element edge at first, regard this point as the centre of a circle [9] , obtain grey level value as the whole round direction of the radius long (establish by oneself ) by some. As shown in Fig.4 show. In Fig.5 gray place first select a point, transfer inferior picture element edge measure algorithm get accurate position of point this then, can get the coordinate of the second point, transfer the inferior picture element edge and measure the accurate position where the algorithm gets the second point according to the coordinate of the second point, can plan to try to get the equation of the straight line in worthwhile law with the straight line by these two points [10] [11] [12] .
B. Theory method to ask cutter angle
Because least square method has planned to already get very good application in the worthwhile law in the straight line, so the planning to adopt least square method in worthwhile law sharply of a subject. Set equation of the straight line as y ax b = + , ask for parameter b a, by least square method principle, and make the square and minimum of error s . 
The difference to , a b the having type is asked and simply led, make it lead function equal zero, solve equation group take not to lean towards 
Choose some next coordinates in the first-class distance of direction of this straight lines, transfer the inferior picture element edge and measure the exact value of getting, if this point is smaller than threshold value to the distance of the straight line model that just fitted (establish by oneself), model then needn't revise , continue direction first-class distance must produce the next point in model; If this point is greater than threshold value to the distance of the straight line model that just fitted , fit sharply to these three points, it revise model, it is then in model that is new is the first-class in direction from choice next point, repeat above-mentioned operation. If several continuous points already appearing at the border or measuring out in point measured deviate from the model very big, stop searching for, the slope of straight line at this moment, namely for the slope of our required straight line, as Fig.6 shows. When the slope of a straight line is got, should measure the next straight line automatically, last some got with this straight line is as the centre of a circle, it is long (the selected value before this) as the radius by some, try to get the grey level in this round direction, drew the grey level curve, thus received the first point on the next straight line, transfer the inferior picture element edge and measure and revise the first coordinate value, as Fig.7 shows. And then by asking the first straight line method to try to get the slope of the second straight line. Try to get the contained angles of two straight lines according to the slope of two straight lines. Among them it is the slope of two straight lines respectively.
C. Experiment course
D. Experimental data that the cutter angle measures
This algorithm is the procedure utilizing C language to be written on VS2005 platform, carry on the experiment in shooting the good cutter picture with this platform. Measure the result to the cutter angle as form TABLE shows. To the picture of 2592* 1944, the running time of the whole procedure is 235.47ms, running time is relatively short.
. ASK THE DIAMETER OF THE CUTTER
A. Based on the boundary tracking and circular-arc fitting principle
Measure the position where the algorithm gets the first point in some place of picture edge through the inferior picture element edge at first, regard this point as the centre of a circle [13] , obtain grey level value as the whole round direction of the radius long (establish by oneself ) by some. As Fig.8 shows. Can know by Fig. 8 , cross the border twice whole round, therefore there should be two grey level changes in the grey level curve got. As shown in Fig.9 . Fig.9 whole round directions on get gray curve
In Fig.9 gray place first select a point, transfer inferior picture element edge measure algorithm get accurate position of point this then, can get the coordinate of the second point , transfer the inferior picture element edge and measure the accurate position where the algorithm gets the second point according to the coordinate of the second point, according to the accurate position of the second point , and then get the coordinate of the third point with the same method, can plan to try to get the equation of the arc in worthwhile law with the arc by the coordinates of these three points.
B. Ask the arc diameter theory method
Ask the arc diameter method to have cutting method of louses and least square method.
(1) Cutting method of the looks The principle of the cutting method of the looks is tried to get with the arc at first two tangent straight lines looks is relatively clicked in G, pass G is it make two horn bisector GF of straight line these to order, i E is it a bit, [(
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The expression formula of the radius is: Least square method that radius measure calculate simple, fast, have noise when interfering, need fetching measurement more and fit . The cutting method of the looks is relatively complicated, but calculates the precision can change the step to improve but progressively long. This subject adopts the border based on model to follow algorithm and arc to plan to go on at the same time in worthwhile law, can remedy the defect of least square method , so a subject adopts least square method.
C. Experiment course
In direction first-class distance of arc this choose next some coordinate, transfer inferior picture element edge measure the exact value of getting, if this point is smaller than threshold value to the distance of the arc model that just fitted (establish by oneself), model then needn't revise , continue direction first-class distance must produce the next point in model; If this point is greater than threshold value to the distance of the arc model that just fitted , carry on the arc and fit to these four points, it revise model, then in model that is new is the first-class in direction from choice next point, repeat abovementioned operation. If several continuous points already appearing at the border or measuring out in point measured deviate from the model very big, stop searching for, the diameter of the arc at this moment, namely for the diameter of our required cutter, as Fig. 11 shows. 
D. Experimental result analysis
This algorithm is the procedure utilizing C language to be written on VS2005 platform, carry on the experiment in shooting the good cutter picture with this platform. If getting the diameter measured , must know what each distance that picture element represents is at first, namely picture element equivalent , standard one which we used is carried on standard at first, it is 762.1615 that the system examines the picture element had, then picture element equivalent is 0.0656028898. Shoot the picture with the same system; examine the diameter of the cutter, as form .
CONCLUSION
In order to improve the detection efficiency, this text didn't adopt the traditional edge detection algorithms to coarse position, but take one point near the edge firstly, take a few points in that direction through that point, then use the gauss model fit the gradient value to get the subpixel value. And it verified that the sub-pixel value is the same with any direction by experiment, namely sub-pixel edge detection algorithm has rotation invariant.
Compare the running time with other two sub-pixel edge detection algorithms, this algorithm has the shorter running time, high efficiency and stronger real-time and has a good application prospects in the field of cutting parameter testing.
In order to improve the efficiency of measuring, this text has not adopted the traditional border to follow algorithms to carry on the localization, but follow and fit the border sharply; the arc goes on while drafting the contract, revise models constantly. And has verified result and time that the cutter angle is measured, the diameter measures through the experiment. Choosing least square method to fit through the experimental analysis of the theory, the running time on the edge is relatively short, the operation which draws an algorithm is fast, with high efficiency in speed, real-time character is strong; measuring the respect in the parameter of the cutter has better application prospects.
